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PRESIDENT'S REPORT.
Hi Everyone,
Well, it’s almost that time of the year when the Annual Subscriptions are due.
Prompt payment of your subscription would be greatly appreciated.
As you will note, ex-Victorian State Co-ordinator, Tony Knowlson will be the
stand-in Membership Secretary. Unfortunately, Otto is unable to continue at
the moment.
It is with sadness that I note the passing of long-time member Jeff Scorer. Although Jeff was in his 90’s – he was always young at heart and who could
forget him in his rare Geranium Red long door TR2 (now a short door). Our
thoughts are with the family. Jeff was a racing driver of note in the early 50’s.
I remember Jeff telling me that whilst in Europe he ordered a red TR and had a
wait of many months for it to arrive in Australia. On looking at it on the wharf,
he was of the impression that they were about to paint it in Australia as it was
just coated in pink primer…..not true….that’s Geranium Red.
I would like to thank Alan Bare and Ray at Bare Co for hosting our recent
general meeting at Bare Co. After an informative mechanical demonstration by
Alan on how to re-build a TR engine, a BBQ was enjoyed with thanks to Mal
and Renate for their culinary expertise.
A date to remember – the 11th July 2010 – CHRISTMAS IN JULY – at Alan and
Gay Stehr’s place, 4 Cranston Road, Middle Dural, NSW. Information on the
website and in this magazine. Interstate members welcome.
Toowoomba National Meeting and Concours– 10th, 11th & 12th September
2010. Remember….if you have not posted your application….do so now. You
would not want to miss this event.
Best regards, see you in Toowoomba.

Geoff

Editor’s Report
We expected a slim magazine this time. In fact it is slightly larger than usual.
Thanks to all for getting the articles in. During the next seven weeks, I will be
keeping an eye out for TRs. Hopefully Haynes will have one in their 400 cars
and perhaps a couple at the Goodwood Festival of Speed.
Terry

Next Sidescreen deadline:
Sunday July 18
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Webmanager's
Report

SPARE PARTS
NEWS

Over the last few weeks I have been
looking through all the pages on the
website, we are again running very
close to our server’s allocated space
and some older pages, particularly
ones with lots of photo content, will
have to be pruned out.
Not an ideal situation but we have to
pay for the space on the server. At this
stage it looks like I will have to take
down some of the older Concours and
state events pages.
State Co-coordinators – The state
events pages on the website need updating with current information. If you
are using the Forum to advertise state
events and would like that information
transferred to the website please let
me know.
The “For Sale’ page has had some
good sales recently, lots of bits and
pieces, even a car. Which brings me to
the time limit for the period we keep
adverts on the page,6 months,so when
you have sold your items please let
me know and I will remove them.
Regards

TR Register parts operation will be
closed for approx 5 weeks from 27th
June.
Ray is off to UK for a well earned
holiday.
Our new parts shipment is expected to
arrive around 20th June.
Ray will work to clear orders from the
shipment during the week prior to his
departure.
We suggest members place forward
orders prior to June 20 for parts
(expected in our shipment) that may
not be shown on the current "In stock"
list.
We will try to despatch any urgent
items during Ray's absence, however,
Ray operates the club spares operation independently from Bare-co,
hence, credit card transactions etc cannot be processed prior to his return.
Allan Bare

blakey@tr-register.com.au
Website: www.tr-register.com.au

TR Register Annual General Meeting 2010

Tuesday 15th June commencing at 7:30pm.
Concord RSL Club, Concord NSW.
A General Meeting agenda will be followed after which all committee positions
will be declared vacant and an election held for the 2010/2011 committee.
Please advise Geoff James if you would like to nominate for a position on the
Committee.
Dinner will be held in the Concord RSL Club Bistro at 6:30pm with drinks in
the bar from 6:00pm for early arrivers.
Neil Tribe
Secretary
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What better time to enjoy a lovely hot Christmas Dinner
than in Winter!
Inviting all TR Register members to ‘Wynchcombe’
For a traditional Christmas in July.
Our hosts Alan and Gay Stehr will open their home for Sunday lunch
11th July from 11am for drinks
Lunch to be served at
Numbers are necessary
12.30
for catering and we ask
for a $20 pp deposit by
Menu
20th June
Spit roast, Turkey, Ham
Santa will distribute gifts
Roast Vegetables
(Everyone to bring a gift
Plum Pudding &
under $5Custard
Please label boy/girl)
Cost $35.00 - BYO drinks
Address
4 Cranstons Road
Middle Dural
RSVP
awstehr@hotmail.com

Alan and Gay will be O/S from 13/5 – 25/6
Deposit to be mailed to PO box 3237 Dural,
2158

.

VISIT TO THE ‘VINTAGE MOTOR GARAGE’
A “DON’T MISS IT” EVENT!
For nearly forty years, Vintage Motor Garage has developed a proud history of
vehicle restoration in Australia. Now the second generation to operate the business, Jonathon Houston, has kindly invited our Triumph group to come and see
how a professional restoration business operates.
Vintage Motor Garage takes commissions from all over the world and has in –
house facilities for everything including woodwork, panel work, engine shop, paint
and assembly. The subject cars vary widely – Classic Rolls Royces and Bentleys,
Ferraris, Army Jeeps and FJ Holdens have all passed though Vintage Motor Garage to live again and shine another day.
THE DATE:
Saturday 24th July 2010
Look for the crankshaft
THE ADDRESS:
Vintage Motor Garage
letterbox and the small
1618 Wiseman’s Ferry Road, sign
Central Mangrove
Drive up the driveway and
NSW 2250 Australia
around the back – ample
secure parking.
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Triumphs at Bathurst –
Festival of Sporting Cars Easter 2010
“The cars, the atmosphere, the return of motor sport as it should be”
“Mount Panorama – The Way It Was”. The Festival of Sporting Cars (FoSC) organisation is dedicated to its mission of running accessible, enjoyable and safe motorsport events for amateur motorsport. At Bathurst, their mission came alive with (I expect) the largest race meeting in the Southern Hemisphere ever – 850 cars over the 5
days of Easter.
The events catered for full – on racing (Friday/ Saturday/ Half Sunday) then a Regularity Festival which includes laps behind the “Masters”, practice and three 30 minute
regularity runs. Cars were incredibly diverse, with every marque, model, kitcar and
special represented which in turn emphasised the power and speed diversity of the
fields as well. Cars included a team of Ford GT40s, a strong Cobra contingent, sedans ranging from ex- V8 Supercars to an old Mazda rotary 121 in almost standard
trim, Mazda MX-5s, lots of very quick Clubmans and just about every marque imaginable. Most cars were fully race prepared including race engines, competition suspensions and racing tyres. This can be compared to the TR Register team who were
running the oldest, slowest cars at the meeting and were the only team to drive their
cars to the circuit, run on normal road tyres and drive them home afterwards. The
event was run conjointly with the Porsche National Meeting as well which meant a
few hundred Porsches ran in their own separate events. It all added up to a weekend
of fabulous sights, sounds and spectacular cars.
Running a race meeting on a major circuit is a complex and expensive task. To run
the meeting with this number of competitors, widely diverse vehicle base and attempting to please everyone is a daunting task but the FoSC organisers – Charles Jardine,
Dave Nichols and the organising committee – deserve nothing but the highest accolades for promoting this meeting. The events ran like clockwork (a few schedule
changes on the days didn’t matter) and succeeded in making fun – filled motorsport
available to amateurs – and especially at such an exciting and historic place as Bathurst!! Well done to all, a magnificent effort.

The TR Register Team

Our team proudly took its place with the Sidescreens of Alan Bare, Brian Richards,
John Lamond and Bill Revill and these were joined by the CussBus 2000 of Ian Cuss
who, with his expert pitcrew Ray Mullins, were a very welcome addition from the
Bleak State to the Land of Plenty. The sidescreens were all beautifully prepared and
looked wonderful, attracting many positive comments. Their classic lines clearly
showed their proud old age and they provided an excellent contrast to the more modern machinery in keeping with the theme of the meeting – “The Way It Was”. Poor Ian
Cuss was the only dropout, with water residing in inappropriate engine locations resulting in a steam – powered Triumph 2000 for a short time before going back on the
trailer. All the other cars ran without fault except the Revill car which had some alternator problems – quickly and cooperatively fixed as a team effort on Sunday night.
Generally it was a relaxing weekend – not much time spent on repairing broken cars,
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lots of time to spectate and drool over the other cars there and very pleasant evenings with good food and plenty of glasses of fellowship. None of the cars suffered
any damage and we all drove home afterwards.

On the track

The first run at Bathurst was the “Masters”, in which a small group of cars follow a
“Master” – such as Spencer Martin, Mal Brewster, John Leffler or Warren Weldon –
around for 5 laps to see where the lines are, look at car placement and to get a feel
for the track. The Masters is a great idea and would be excellent to introduce new
drivers to all the tracks at other circuits rather than just Bathurst. It was a great concept and very helpful. All the TRs set out together in line astern formation and provided an excellent display of the marque for the public. But as we circulated slowly,
the difficulty and complexity of the track become apparent. Many corners are blind –
you must enter at racing pace and trust the flag marshals. If the track is blocked by
an accident or a liquid spill has occurred, you can’t see it before you’re onto it and
so many areas are fenced by cruel concrete walls that allow no errors.
Then the Regularity events started on the Monday, first a 30 minute practice and
followed by three 30 minute reliability runs. All of us took our turns to enter the dummy grid and all felt daunted by the site of our fellow competitors – really fast, powerful race cars and up to 65 cars in each session. Then we’re finally released and hooray!! We’re running at Bathurst!! What a thrill!!
That the TRs are the oldest cars on the track soon shows – being passed is frequent, sometimes by much faster cars. But the etiquette of traffic has been clearly
explained many times to all competitors by Charles Jardine in far from subtle terms
“This is a contact – free meeting!! If you hit anyone, you’re going home immediately”
and people must have listened. Despite the pace disparity, all of us survived without
incident.
At first it was frightening and unpleasant. The faster traffic seemed so quick and it
just feels like you’re a sitting duck about to get hit. But after a while you get into the
‘rhythm of the circuit’ as described by Charles Jardine. Once we learned that you
could manage yourself and gained confidence that the other traffic was being careful, it became fun. You realised how to bring other cars through and let them pass at
suitable points, how to take optional lines when they passed and what a wonderful
spectator seat you have! The sight and sound of a Ford GT 40 or a Cobra slamming
past 100 km faster and just a few feet away can never be forgotten. Watch the passing car moving and squirming on their tyres, watch them physically lift on the humps
on the high – speed straights, watch them braking for the next corner. If the speed
disparity isn’t too great, jump into their slipstream as they pass and feel the tow action of the faster car – you’ve heard people talk about ‘slipstreaming’ for years but
you’ve got to experience it to really understand it. When other cars pass you into
corners, watch them sliding, skittering, turning in and correcting the slides. Watch
their suspension movements, their wheel angles – the perfect spot for seeing racing
cars at work, examining the action up close, you just can’t get this kind of view any
other way than from the cockpit of your car. Then after they have gone through, try
to keep up with them for as long as you can so you can watch their driving styles,
their cornering, and their exit points.
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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We all got plenty of track time. John Lamonds TR 2 looked just great with the mag
wheels, wide tyres and the best shine of all. His machine looked beautiful and stable
charging through the Chase and promises to go even better when the ‘new’ engine
arrives. His enthusiasm for motorsport cannot be matched by the rest of us – after the
full Easter meeting, John drove straight to GEAR at Wakefield Park on Wednesday!!
Now THAT’s keen – what great sprit! He also had an excellent day there with the
beautiful TR flashing around in fields of cars much more typical in age and performance than the Bathurst run.
Brian Richards looked as brave as ever and was as neat and tidy as usual, looking
fast and secure in the green TR 3A – a beautiful car and well driven. The quickest TR
was Alan Bare in his TR 3 who put in some excellent times in the perfectly maintained
blue car. None of us were fastest overall, but it’s still a great accomplishment to drive
these old cars to their limits and Alan was certainly doing that. We watched one of his
sessions from McPhillamy Park – the car looked stable and secure and Alan was very
tidy up across the highest speed and most complex part of the mountain. Fastest of
the team was Ian Cuss in the 2000 sedan. Even though he only got a few laps in, Ian
put in some good times and it’s such a shame the flying 2000 didn’t last for longer.
My old TR was running like never before, with a Wade camshaft grind, a new set of
extractors and a last minute SU tune-up by a local expert (Rob Carrall Automotive,
Toronto NSW 02 49 505011 – call him!!). It took a while to get the nerve to run flat out
down Conrod straight but when let loose a top speed of 120 mph (200kph) showed on
the dial – just pegged it! Is the speedo correct? It’s pretty close but WOW did it feel
quick!! THAT was frightening – everything was shaking, the wind buffeting is
horrendous behind the little aeroscreen, you feel so vulnerable with no bodywork
around you and the steering seems so light due to the aerodynamic lift. I was backing off for the Caltex Chase, Brian Richards was pulling about the same speed in his
TR 3A and says he was taking the Chase without lifting off – that wins the ‘Mr Brave’
award and he’s welcome to it!!!
And so we went through our runs, generally getting better and faster each time. I was
generously given the timeslot vacated by Ian Cuss so we could head off for
Newcastle in the afternoon light – it actually gave me an extra run as Alan Bare and
Brian Richards didn’t get their final run due to rain – what bad luck!

So with farewells to all, Danute and I toured off in mid – afternoon to return to
Newcastle and to reflect on our weekend. Our Saturday drive out to meet friends in
the Central West, the camaraderie of our TR Register friends and the willingness of
every one of them to work well into ‘cocktail hour’ on Sunday night to fix a problem
with my car. ‘Sabrina’ is now over 50 years old, yet we did 590 miles for the weekend
which included nearly two hours of full – throttle, fast - as - possible laps at Australia’s
greatest racing circuit and it still ran beautifully on the way home.
Our trip home included a detour through the pretty Central West backroads, Tarana
and Sodwalls. The old TR was running perfectly, we have no roof so we could see the
setting evening sun, we could smell the countryside and hear the chirping birds whilst
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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driving together through the picture - postcard scenery. If you were producing an
advertisement for a sports car, everything was perfect for it. What a great way to finish a wonderful Easter adventure.

THANKS TO:

Bob Slender – who took his role as Team Manager very seriously and was a great
help in organising and coordinating the whole team. Bob fell and broke his shoulder
on Saturday morning and stayed to work on whilst in considerable pain for the whole
weekend – truly ‘above and beyond’ service!!
All the competition team – who stuck together, helped each other out and generally
made it an Easter full of fun and laughter.
Our supporters who helped out either with direct assistance or by turning up on the
day:
Bob Seaman and his brother, who provided emergency spares for Ian Cuss.
Doug Brodie
Rick Schmaler
Mark Ellery
Bob Howman
Mal Munro
Bruce Hoskins
Gavin Rae
Neil Tribe
Gary Chapple
Alan Mitchell
Graeme Rutledge.
Chris Olsen.
Geoff Fry.
Bob & Gordon Saunders

Bill Revill
0412 191 356
wwqms@bigpond.com

The team and the new club banner.
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1959 Triumph TR3S

Reg. No XHP939

(This car was restored by Paul Hogan (UK), friend of Viv Paine (Vic)- see back cover)

Following on from their success at LeMans in 1955, with the TR2, XHP 939 was
one of three experimental cars built by Triumph to contest the 1959 race.
Although they looked very much like a standard TR3 the cars were in fact 6 inches
longer and featured 4 wheel disc brakes, fibreglass body panels and a specially
designed twin cam engine. This was nicknamed ‘Sabrina’ after the rather well endowed starlet of the day. Norma Sykes, for that was her real name, is reported to
be alive and well and living in Australia!
Despite a promising early showing, none of the three cars finished the race. Two
of them (including XHP939) retired due to broken fan blades rupturing the cooling
system while the third suffered oil pressure problems.
Instead of the blaze of publicity Triumph hoped for, the cars were quietly returned
to the factory where they were dismantled and the old TR3 style bodies discarded.
They emerged in 1960 as the much more modern looking ‘Zoom’ styled TRS
which eventually went on to win the team prize at LeMans in 1961.
What happened to the 1959 cars after they came back to the factory is unclear
despite what has appeared in print over the years. For example, if you are to believe a certain well-known motoring journalist who was also employed by the
works competition department, he says they were destroyed. However, he didn’t
join the factory team until 1961,quite some time after the cars disappeared. As at
least two of the bodies made their way into private hands then clearly any claims
that they were destroyed aren’t actually true. So Destroyed? No, definitely not.
Dismantled? Oh certainly YES. We can be sure about this because the cars themselves were not destroyed or broken up as has been stated on numerous occasions as the works retained the chassis and drive trains and modified them to take
into account not only the lessons of the1959 race but also to accept wider track
dimensions.
So what happened next? Well according to Dave Gleed, one of the works team
LeMans mechanics, the TR3S cars were carefully stripped down and the bodies
stored outside where they lay for some time, unloved and un-cared for until one
day someone noticed they had gone ‘missing’ Exactly where the three bodies disappeared to no one knows for certain but what I have been able to establish is that
one of them, thought to be XHP940, ended up not too far away in a wooden
garage in Meriden. As I understand it, this body was being stored or worked on
when the garage caught fire and the fibreglass body simply melted. Some minor
parts are known to have survived but what happened to the underlying steel shell
is not known. The assumption is that is was either scrapped or perhaps modified
to take a standard TR3 front end but no one knows for sure.
Meanwhile, the body of XHP939 ended up laying outside a house in Nottingham.
How and why it got there is not known but in the early 1960’s it was eventually
advertised for sale in Exchange & Mart.
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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The body was bought as replacement shell for a standard TR3A which had been
in rather a major accident. Apparently the new owner was rather surprised to find
that when he got the body home it wouldn’t fit his car as it was too long for the
chassis. Not to be thwarted by this unexpected turn of events, he simply resorted
to getting a hacksaw out and promptly cut his own chassis in half and welded in
the required 6 inches to make up the longer wheelbase.
It was in this guise that I first became aware of the car for I can recall seeing it
driving around with flared wheel arches and alloy wheels. Concours it wasn’t and
bearing in mind that you could buy a decent road going TR3 for about £300 it
looked like it was only worth about half that amount.

Time passed and the car eventually ended up at the workshops of a friend of
mine ostensibly for a complete rebuild. The car was certainly stripped down and it
lay in pieces for many years with no work being done to the car whatsoever.
Several times I tried to buy the car but with no success. It was always ‘going to
get done one day’ but that day never came.
The remains of XHP939 therefore lay in a barn for the best part of 30 years until
three years ago. The car was covered in old tyres and various other car parts but
when the owner tried to reclaim his car a legal dispute over ownership and
storage costs broke out between the various parties involved. Eventually, I was
finally able to persuade the registered keeper to sell his interest in XHP939 and I
very quickly embarked on a planned reconstruction of the car using the original
factory drawings, which I had been given.
I entrusted the job of building the car to an old friend of mine, Glen Hewitt of
Protek Engineering in Wallingford, Oxfordshire. Glen was the obvious choice for
the work as some of you may recall that Glen built his own replica TR3S which
featured on the front cover of TRAction 121 in April 1995.
New moulds were made for the fabrication of the fibreglass wings and bonnet and
a new Chassis was fabricated from the original factory blueprints. Phil Tucker, a
long standing TR enthusiast and TR Committee member got wind of what was
going on and asked if he could build one as well using my parts as patterns. I
was happy to agree to this as it was just as easy to build and by ordering three of
everything we would be able to have spares on the shelf for when the inevitable
accident happens as Moss don’t stock parts for this particular model!
The build process was very similar to any ordinary TR with the exception of the
special bits that go into making a 3S. The windscreen and sidescreens for example are a one off and have to be specially moulded but having the original
patterns helped enormously. The rear axle is a bit of a compromise as the correct
‘Banjo’ style Salisbury unit wasn’t available and so a TR3 axle has been used but
converted to take rear disc brakes. (Many people have suggested that a Daimler
SP250 axle was used but I know it wasn’t’).
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The original drivers seat was modified to take a crutch strap for a race harness
and a substantial roll cage was fitted. This has proved very difficult to accommodate, as roll cages were not used in 1959. As a result, the cooling ducts for the
rear diff – not the rear discs as some would have you believe, have been made
detachable.
Instruments have also had to be made. The only gauges fitted originally were the
Rev counter, oil pressure, water temperature and an ammeter. No speedometer
and no fuel gauge at all. Although I have striven to keep to the original spec as
much as possible, as the car is to be used on the road I have fitted a fuel gauge
but have not yet found a discreet enough Speedo. A very careful eye is kept
open for GATSO speed cameras while the other eye keeps watch on the revs!

Sadly, the original Twin cam unit is no longer with the car (it is thought that
Triumph only built seven engines in total) and so power is presently supplied by a
race tuned TR3 unit. However, a twin cam ‘Sabrina’ unit has been recreated and
features the equally rare twin choke DU6 SU carburettors which I managed to
obtain via the good efforts of Viv Paine. They have now been rebuilt by Dave
Morris, one of the original engineers who worked on them at SU and who still had
a stock of original albeit 50 year old ‘new’ spares for them!
The car was finished and moved under its own power at Christmas 2009. This
was six months later than I had hoped for as I had tried to get it ready in time to
take it back to LeMans to celebrate its 1959 appearance. Disappointing as that
was the car is now up and running and despite some minor faults, the fuel gauge
reading full or empty being just one of them, the car looks great, drives well and
will now be going to the LeMans Classic. Sadly I won’t be racing it this year as
the entry fee has just gone to ridiculous levels. It will however, be doing a track
lap or two and hopefully, M Claude Dubois, one of the original works team drivers
in 1959 will be able to drive it.
Finally, having now got a set of moulds I have been asked if I would let anyone
else use them. I have to admit that it’s a tempting idea to build a third car if only to
emulate the works effort of 1959 but I’m not sure. Its not a question of originality
as I candidly admit that my own car is about as original as the axe with three new
handles and two new heads but it wears the correct chassis plate and registration
number which is more than can be said of some well known race E Types and ex
- works Minis. Also, as Triumph only ever made three of these cars and it might
be a shame to proliferate them in the same way as Cobra’s, GT40’s and Lister
Knobbly’s have become prolific.. As Brian Lister once said, “I only built about 35
cars and 46 of them are still on the road today!”
Meanwhile, the third and final shell, XHP938 is still missing, perhaps awaiting
discovery in a barn near you.
Paul Hogan
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Terry, as far as I know, this is a
world scoop! Very few people in
the UK know as yet that a TR3S
has been recovered.
This replica Sabrina is in a
replica TR3S built recently by
Phil Tucker, a friend of Paul Hogan's. From other pics you will
see that the genuine TR3S has a
TR4 engine installed for Classic
Le Mans, while Phil was proving
up that an Alfa could be made to
look like a Sabrina.

Viv Paine

A recent shot at it first public outing at Jigsaw Racing Services, home of
the LeMans Spitfire. The chap in the shot is Dave Gleed, who along with
Paul Richardson, son of Ken, congratulated me on building the car to such
a high standard. The TR2 is also Dave's own car and gives a good idea
howmuch sleeker the low screen and extra length in the chassis makes the
car look.
Paul Hogan.
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The Doretti Page - Doretti 1198
Even buying this car there was some luck involved. In May 1979 my late brother Daryl
saw 1198 advertised in a car club magazine in New Zealand. At the time I was keen
on buying an MG TF but struggling to raise the cash my brother assured me that the
Swallow Doretti was a much better car than the MG TF and would probably only be a
fraction of the cost.
With this encouragement I made contact
with the owner in Wanganui and arranged
to have a look at the car. The night before I
was due to go to Wanganui he rang me to
say that he had agreed to sell the car to
someone in Wellington. Disappointed I
asked if he would mind me coming to see
the car anyway as I had my trip arThe Doretti just before restoration
ranged, and he agreed.
He enjoyed showing me the car and could see that I was impressed by it and said
that if anything went wrong with the sale to the man from Wellington, due to happen
the next day then he would get in touch with me but he was confident the man from
Wellington would make the purchase.
As you can imagine it was with some surprise
that I received a call from him the following
night saying the car was mine if I wanted it.
“Didn’t the man from Wellington want it?” I
asked. He replied “Yes he wanted it all right but
as he didn’t have a car shed and I knowing
how keen you were on the car I decided not to
sell it to him!” How lucky was I?
Within 12 months of buying the car I had pulled
out the gear box, had second gear rebuilt and
met my future wife Merran. As 1198 was still in
New Zealand when we were planning our honeymoon we decided to honeymoon in NZ and use the Doretti for transport. After a
wonderful tour of New Zealand I knew I had chosen the right girl when on the conclusion of our honeymoon when we discussed whether the Doretti was a suitable car for
a young married couple Merran said “We couldn’t possibly sell the car we had our
honeymoon in!!!” How lucky was I again!
1198 stripped to the chassis

Transport to Australia was organised for the car as deck cargo in a shipping container
and very soon the three of us were reunited. 1198 was in good condition for driving
and like all young married couples we were short of cash and saving for a house. The
next few years saw us enjoying 1198 without being able to spend too much money on
it. It was in original condition with 48 spoke 4” wire wheels with cross ply tyres that
must have been quite a handful for a previous owner who raced the car in Singapore
in the 1950’s. It was during this racing career that the distinctive grille of 1198 was
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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fabricated. This followed a racing accident
where the front of the car was extensively
damaged. While a remarkable repair job was
able to be done to the front of the car the original grille was irreparable.

Aluminium hardtop ready for painting

In the early 1990’s Bathurst TR member
Geoff Fry brought to our attention another
Doretti. He invited us to display 1198 at the
TR Register Concours in Bathurst and it was
here that we met Paul McEwen and 1261 and
the joys of being a TR Register member began for us.

We joined the first TR tour to Tasmania and were in awe of how Register owners restored their cars to their former glory. Although our car had an uneventful tour of Tasmania mechanically with the encouragement and support of Paul McEwen and Alan
Mitchell we decided to embark on a full body-off restoration which commenced in November 2002.
With the TR Register supplying necessary parts the motor was reconditioned and the
chassis and body straightened and repainted locally in the Central West of NSW.
It was only at this time that we realised the rarity of the aluminium hard top that we
had purchased with the car but which we had never used, being committed to wind in
the hair motoring. On doing some research through the English Doretti Register we
discovered that only three blind welded aluminium hardtops had been produced for
the Dorettis (their manufacture proving uneconomical) and neither of the other two
Doretti owners with hardtops had theirs on their cars. So the hardtop became an important part of the restoration.
1198 missed only one TR Concours during the restoration period with restoration
work beginning at the conclusion of the 2002 Concours and delivery from the upholsterer taking place only ten days before the Adelaide Concours in 2004. There was
much interest when the car arrived at the Adelaide Concours and we were thrilled to
be awarded the People’s Choice Award along with first prize in the Derivative Class.

Since joining the TR Register 1198 has participated in as many Concours and TR
TouRs as possible having toured to
Tasmania and South Australia,
Queensland and Victoria several times,
and a tour to Lightning Ridge in country
NSW.

Chris Olson
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The Motoring Life of Rupert Harry Tribe
My grandfather, Rupert Tribe, was a motoring pioneer of some notoriety.
The son of William Tribe of Kent in England, Rupert set out in 1909 for New
Zealand with his young bride, Rhoda Wilson-Dye. At the time Rupert possessed both British and French professional driver’s licences, a considerable
accomplishment for that era where few could drive and those that did were often unskilled. Rupert clearly regretted his decision to marry, let alone emigrate,
for he threw his wedding ring overboard between Cape Town and the Australian coast and left the ship in a fit of anger immediately it docked in Sydney. Fortunately Rhoda followed him otherwise I would not be here. He never did go to
New Zealand.
The newlyweds quickly found lodgings in Woollahra and Rupert used his cash
reserves to purchase a taxi cab and commenced plying his trade. In 1911 it is
recorded in the Sydney Morning Herald that Rupert was prosecuted for driving
his taxi in William Street at a rate “faster than six miles an hour” when crossing
the intersection of William and Crown Streets. Sub-inspector Spence stated the
defendant drove at a speed exceeding 20 miles an hour through congested
traffic. No evidence was offered in defence and the defendant was fined three
pounds with six shillings costs – a considerable sum in those days. The alternative was one month’s imprisonment.
Never one to take a backward step, Rupert quickly built up a reputation for
transporting the rich and notorious around the city. He always wore an overcoat
and carried a pistol secreted in an inside pocket. This nearly led to tragedy as
his young son (my father) was found one day by his mother holding the barrel
and banging the hand grip on the windowsill. The gun was loaded at the time.
Whether it was the inherent dangers associated with transporting the rich and
notorious or whether it was the lure of new opportunities is not recorded but
Rupert sold the cab and commenced working for the importers of FIAT cars as
a salesman. In those days garages were not agencies for manufacturers, rather
the manufacturer sold direct to the public. Flamboyant and with the advertiser’s
crafty eye for grabbing the public’s attention Rupert realised that by taking orders over a month or two he could cause a sensation by delivering all the vehicles at the one time. Orders would come in from across NSW and, when he
had 20 or more, he would set out in convoy with a team of drivers heading
across the Blue Mountains delivering the vehicles one by one to their proud
new owners. In no time Rupert was the
most successful car salesman operating in Sydney and was earning more in
commission payments than the managing director of FIAT Australia was
earning in salary. The popularity of the
FIAT 501 of the early 1920s added
insult to injury and Rupert was summarily pushed out of FIAT ending a
glittering but short career in the new
501
car business.
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The 1920s witnessed a huge growth in the sales of motor cars with many expensive and upmarket vehicles coming on to the market. Rupert set up a business dealing in second hand cars and my father fondly remembers a great variety of beautiful and not so beautiful machines being parked outside the family
apartments. I say apartments because Rupert lived the high life and often kept
his landlords waiting for the rent. The family, now consisting of three children,
moved several times across the Eastern Suburbs of Sydney because of disagreements over rental payments. There was also the little matter of a “mistress”
and no doubt that’s where some of his earnings disappeared to.
Rupert was well educated, indeed he was a chess Grand Master and he had
considerable journalistic skills. During his time as a second hand car dealer he
wrote motoring articles for Smiths Weekly. He also wrote short stories and
moved in artistic circles becoming a personal friend of Norman Lindsay and
others in the bohemian crowd. His reputation was such and his ability to gain
publicity so well known that various inventors would often call at the house to
demonstrate their latest device for saving petrol or turning headlights with the
steering and other such ideas. My father clearly remembers a particularly eager
young inventor who wanted to demonstrate his self mending tyres. Inside each
tube were flaps overlapping like fish scales and when a nail went through the
casing into the tube the flap would seal the puncture under the pressure of air provided the nail pulled out. The problem was the nail often was stuck firmly in
the casing and the flap couldn’t do its job.
Car racing became more and more the rage and Rupert offered to promote the
exploits of Wizard Smith who set several speed records for the Sydney – Melbourne and Sydney – Brisbane journeys. This was a productive association
and, ever willing to promote a stunt, Rupert devised a plan in the late 1920s to
have cars race up a ramp at the Easter Show, jump several other cars parked
underneath, and skip down another ramp on the other side. Wizard Smith was
invited to attempt the stunt but declined as he considered it too dangerous.
This was also the time of the Maroubra Speedway and, given the Tribe family
lived in Maroubra for a time, my father remembers the hairy driving and tragic
accidents that ultimately led to the closure of that infamous race track. This didn’t stop Rupert who on one memorable occasion in 1926 piloted a Silver Anniversary FIAT 519 around Centennial Park touching 80mph on the straights. As
the hapless passenger this was a speed
experience my father did not get to repeat
until the 1950s.
Whilst he never owned a house Rupert
could afford to run a car and his all time
favourite was an early thirties Falcon
Knight which was made by the Willys
company – a bit like Lexus is to Toyota.
By this time Rupert was the motoring editor for Smith’s Weekly and his articles on
driving skills and techniques were well
balanced and logical and he earned the
519
respect of the motoring public as well as
that of Rupert Murdoch (Snr) who owned
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the magazine. There is a famous line drawing entitled “The Two Ruperts” showing the friends in profile.
Despite his love of speed Rupert campaigned for improved driver education
and railed against the evils of drink driving. Cars were not known for their handling in those early days and being able to broadside around gravel corners in
some of the heavy and ungainly American cars that were so popular required a
great deal of skill or bravery. As a young driver my father preferred the sporty
French Amilcar owned by his cousin in which he perfected the double shuffle,
racing changes and learnt the fine art of balancing understeer and oversteer;
although with narrow tyres and tramlines “any steer” was possible, especially in
the wet.
These days the Amilcar is a highly sought after “historic” and they command a
mighty premium – if you can find one. They were considered a poor man’s Bugatti in their day although you had to be anything but poor to own one. My father well remembers his cousin, Aubrey Dye, lead footing it from Bondi to the
City in seven minutes ....but that’s another story.
Eventually Rupert moved into retirement and has faded from history although
his enthusiasm for all things motoring is now into its fourth generation and still
going strong.
Neil Tribe

For sale:
TR3A. Converted to right hand drive rack & pinion. Body now on with fully restored rolling chassis. New floors, sills. All bodywork completed except for
front apron & painting. Shell in bare metal primer.
Engine fully rebuilt with $5,000 having been spent. This is a good project to
finish at a sale price of $15,000. This car is sadly offered as part of the estate
of a deceased member and is located in a Panel Shop in Orange NSW.
Contact
Alan Mitchell 02 6361-4732.
Email: alan.mitchell4@optusnet.com.au
2 'made in Italy' Brembo Alfin brake drums. To fit all 9 inch cars. Sent in error
as I need 10 inch. Too much stuffing around to return! Beautiful quality. $450.
Contact
Chris on 03 62602484 or
cherry32@bigpond.net.au
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CHASSIS CRACKING – BEWARE!!
Older Triumphs are showing their age, we know. And we know that the Sidescreen TR’s can develop cracks, especially in the front end, especially if they
have some hard sporting use combined with modern tyres, which provide far
more grip than the original designers every thought possible.
For this reason I always gave my TR a through inspection every time I jacked it
up – closely looking at the front end joints the suspension mounts and the
spring towers. But all seemed well over the years, no sign of any nasties. However, at the last GEAR meeting, the car seemed to be handling poorly: The
steering seemed vague and it tended to corner in a series of jerks rather than
its usual smooth performance. It was no big deal and I blamed myself at first for
my driving style. Something felt wrong but it was one of those indefinite, is – it –
or – isn’t – it feelings.
In preparation for Bathurst at Easter I needed to do some work on the front end.
Instead of jacking the car up I drove it onto ramps to lift it and commenced the
usual inspection. Horror! A large crack was evident at the base of the right hand
spring tower (see photo). Further inspection revealed another large crack at the
rear of the tower – and the reason for the poor handling was discovered – not
much was holding the front wheel assembly on the car!
Why hadn’t this become evident before? Easy – I usually jacked the car up but
the cracks appeared only when the weight of the car was on the front end. To
check it, I put the car on jackstands and, sure enough, the cracks closed over
and became practically invisible. Further investigation revealed that the root
cause of the cracking was due to a poor accident repair job, performed sometime in the cars previous history well before I owned it.
Repair was straightforward – I engaged a tradesman welder to plate the previous repair damage and
cracks. Now there is no sign
of the cracks reappearing,
but the message is clear:
ALWAYS do the inspections
and think about loadings
and failure modes while you
do it. And consider a
strengthening campaign if
you plan to use your old
machine hard!
Bill Revill
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LETTERS
Dear Terry,

R.Mayfield (Doretti) leads A.Alcock (Elfin Ford) during the 4 lap Triumph race.
Photograph from AUSTRALIAN AUTOSPORTSMAN magazine June 1963
Mallala14/15 April Doretti Rego SA 262 232

I recently came across this article in an old motoring magazine. The picture of
the ‘Doretti’ made me wonder if it was one of the ‘Dorettis’ owned by Register
members.
Interesting question!
Yours Sincerely
Max Tucker

Next Sidescreen
deadline:
Sunday July 18
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CONCOURS 2010
YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION

The Queensland members of the TR Register Australia invite you to attend the
2010 annual Concours & National Meeting at Toowoomba Qld on the weekend
of September 10-11-12th .
Our team has chosen Toowoomba as the venue for the Concours because of
easy access for our southern members, a country town atmosphere & excellent
climate. The event will be held one week prior to the world renowned Carnival
of Flowers, therefore Toowoomba will be a “blooming and colourful city” for our
Concours.
Registration, welcoming function, presentation dinner & National Meeting will
be held at the Toowoomba City Golf Club, 254 South St. Toowoomba.
All motels chosen offer under cover car accommodation. Some are within walking distance of the City Golf Club and you will need to make your own motel
reservations. Refer attached registration information. The concours venue will
be held in the picturesque Queens Park Gardens on the corner of Hume &
Godsall Sts, Toowoomba.
A city tour for early arrivals will be arranged for Thursday 9 th using your own
transport. A two hour coach tour on Saturday 11th will allow our ladies & others
to enjoy the special sights of the garden city. An afternoon coach tour will be
suitable for those who cannot make the morning tour. We highly recommend
you consider these tours.
After the National Meeting there will be an interesting drive to the Jondaryan
Woolshed for lunch at 12.00pm & a guided tour. Our post concours T.T. will
commence at 2.30pm from Jondaryan for Kingaroy, enroute to Bundaberg,
Noosa & Warwick.
Please refer to the loose registration form in this magazine detailing meals for
each evening activity, coach tours, & Sunday lunch. Remember to bring and
wear your red register name badges. Also as this is a ‘colourful concours’, we
ask the ladies to bring your patchwork or needle work to display with your car.
The presentation dinner attire is 1/ Period clothing in the era of your car or 2/
colour of your car – this is not compulsory but please consider.

We hope to see you all at this magnificent venue.
PLEASE NOTE: ENTRIES CLOSE ON 9TH JULY 2010.

When mailing, faxing or emailing your entry forms, please include your selected
motel, and on all bank transfers, please include your vehicle registration number or your name so we can identify your transaction.
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POST CONCOURS T. T.

SEPTEMBER 12 – 17 TH 2010

We will depart Jondaryan at 2.30pm on Sunday 12th September enroute to
Kingaroy via the Bunya Mountains. Overnight will be at Kingaroy and we depart
from here on the 13th for the Boolboonda Tunnel west of Gin Gin and then to
Bundaberg for 3 nights (13-14-15th).
The tour will then take us on an interesting drive to Noosa for two nights (16 th17th). Our departure on 18th will be via Sunshine Coast hinterland through
Montville & Maleny for a drive overlooking the picturesque Glasshouse Mountains to Esk & then to our overnight stop at Warwick.
The tour will conclude here.
It will be possible for those interested in the Carnival of Flowers (if you can arrange accommodation for the 18th / 19th) to view Toowoomba again at its very
best.
Points of interest will be the Boolboonda Tunnel, The Steam Preservation Society with a working display, Hinkler Aviation Museum, Bundaberg Rum Distillery,
Ginger Beer Factory, & others -all of which we were unable to visit during the
Winter T.T. June 2009.
The tour will be an enjoyable, interesting drive with great Queensland hospitality, country roads and beautiful spring weather.
Please feel free to join us.

TR REGISTER CONCOURS & NATIONAL MEETING
UPDATE
Thank you to all our members who have forwarded their registration forms confirming accommodation, meals & tour details to us as at 8/5/10. Remember 9 th
July 2010 is the cut off date & then all motels will take other public bookings
after that date. Don’t miss this “Colourful Concours” event for 2010 – see you
there!!!
Telstra has changed the phone No. for the City Golf Club Motel and is now – 07
46369999 – please make this adjustment to your accommodation options page.
Queensland members will make this event a memorable one –
please consider.
JOHN & JUDY BUCK
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Victorian Report
This will be my last report as co-ordinator for Victoria, in June at the next meeting
John Johnson will take over keeping you lot in order. After over 8 years it is time for
a change and I feel the club could not be in safer hands as John, ably assisted by
Leonie will steer the club to greater heights. I will not fade away as the club is very
much a part of the social life for Jen and I, and the support and assistance I have
had from the members here in Victoria has made it a pleasure to be the coordinator.
Special thanks go to John J, John Rolfe, Viv and Geoff Kelly, our impromptu
committee for their support.
We have just
returned
from
the Gippsland
weekend
and
rally and the
effort put in by
John and Bruce
route mapping
the area we
Bob and Robin Adams–
drove was really John and Bruce–
Gippsland rally trophy winners
event organisers
appreciated.
This rally is now
an annual event and members in other states who appreciate a driving challenge,
combined with good food, wine and company should think about it. The trophy itself
is worth the drive.
A recent sad event was the passing of long time member Jeff Scorer on March 18th,
at age 93. Although we hadn't seen much of Jeff over the past five years or so,
he was well known and respected as the one owner from new of perhaps Australia's
only Geranium TR2. In fact there's a good chance he could lay claim to being the
longest one owner of a TR anywhere in the world. Jeff actually ordered a red TR2
while on a trip to England and Europe in 1953 to watch motor racing, and was
somewhat surprised when the car duly arrived downunder in 1954 and was more
pink than red. Only then did Jeff realise that he should have ordered Signal Red,
and the factory had slipped him one of the less popular Geranium "Red" cars, as it
was unlikely to be returned to the UK for exchange. However he grew to like its
individuality, and even used it to tow the family caravan on annual holidays to
Rosebud, which must have caused a few onlookers to blink in disbelief. In the fifties
Jeff was quite prominent in motor racing circles in Australia, and drove his rapid supercharged Grand Prix Alta in many events at Albert Park Lake against the likes of
internationals (Sir) Stirling Moss and Luigi Musso. Several years back Jeff hosted a
workshop visit to his house for TRR members which showcased his amazing
engineering skills, and the great bloke he was with his many stories of racing
exploits, and the various cars he had owned over the years. He was buried in the
Springvale Lawn Cemetery near his friend and club member Lyall Copeland, and his
family paid a fitting tribute wishing him eternal peace in his heavenly workshop. Our
sympathy is extended to his wife Noel, son Max who drove Jeff around in the TR2 in
later years, and his extended family.
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PAST EVENTS
The lunch at Lintons nursery was a showery day in Melbourne, however despite the
weather 15 people joined organisers Judy and Keith for the meal. Only 4 TR's
turned up but one was the new owner of the Graham Brohan car, Jerry and his wife.
The other TR drivers that day were Hugh & Merridee, Roger & Janette as well as
Gary & Robyn. Non TR drivers do not get a mention but at least they turned up unlike myself.
The last event was the 2010 running of the Gippsland TouRing Assembly which is
now an annual competition for the prestigious trophy donated by the organisers,
John and Bruce. These guys put a huge amount of work into the route books which
had us over some of the best roads in Victoria answering questions whilst enjoying
magnificent scenery. This event is not exclusive to Victorians, so if any others feel
up to challenging drives on the first weekend in May next year, join in.
Jen and I joined up with John & Leonie as well as Gary & Robyn for the drive down
Friday afternoon, John had the Healey due to the TR having some head work. On
arrival at Inverloch we were joined by Bob & Robin from Omeo, Keith and Judy were
late arrivals due to issues with their recently
rebuilt engine running rough and having to return home and bring the ute.
Saturday dawned clear blue skies with the
temperature climbing into the 20's. The cars
were waved off at 2 minute intervals for the
route to our coffee stop at Loch, John junior
had brought the TR2 with Amy as the sixth car,
as John senior was travelling in comfort in the
340 jag as befits a tour director. Viv joined us
in Loch and completed the remaining sections
then left following the meal at night.
After the coffee stop it was more stunning scenery along Grand Ridge road to
Mossvale Park where lunch was catered for us in the form of soup, local breads and
BBQ sausages as well as cheese and fruit. This feast was taken as we were joined
by Chris & Sue who live fairly close to this area. The final leg was a run back to
Inverloch in time for a welcome ale before retiring to the Inlet Hotel for a great meal
and the awards. John and Bruce had taken all the scoring sheets and it had
required a few glasses of wine to finalise the results which were a win for Bob &
Robin, who were well pleased to receive the trophy which will be inscribed with their
win. Jen and I thought it was a regularity as we started fifth and ended fifth, a
success I thought but not so.
Sunday was back to showery weather so most headed back home after breakfast.
All in all a great weekend with good company and great driving roads, it is great to
be in a TR.
FUTURE EVENTS
Sun 23 May
Breakfast run to Sails on the Bay, not able to book so arrive
opening time, 9.00am 15 Elwood Foreshore
29-30 May
Historic Winton, may organise a run up if any interest
Wed 09 Jun
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale
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Sun 13 Jun
Sun 25 July
Wed 11 Aug
Sun 29 Aug
10/11/12 Sep
Wed 13 Oct

Sunnyridge Strawberry Farm – run for snack
Lunch cruise – Yarra or Westernport
Tony Knowles
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale
Shake down run for Concours – Geelong way
Concours at Toowoomba
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale

Canberra Capers
Hi everyone.
Our Coffee/Breakfast morning on Saturday 10 April at the National Botanic Gardens was well attended. The Blakes, McEwans, Marshalls, Brohans, Nowaks,
Graham Michelin-Jones and Barbara, David Thomson and Dagma, Graham Bigg
and last but not least Mike Ford all enjoyed a couple of leisurely hours. We shared
the premises with a large walking/cycling group which made things very busy!
On the 18th April we had a run to the Crisp Gallery, Gundagai side of Yass with
Triumph Car Club. Pleasant run out and it was nice to have a look at a place that
normally you drive past and say to yourself - I must have a look at the gallery one
of these days. On our way back to Canberra we visited one of the Triumph Car
Club members home at Murrumbateman for lunch and to admire his collection of
Triumphs. Good day out.

Paul and Claire Middleton had a BBQ for the 50th birthday of their TR3a on the
Anzac holiday Monday. Paul’s TR3a, TR6 and TR8 were all lined up in the garage
to celebrate. Claire made a cake in the shape of the 3a.

The Pumpkin Festival at Collector on Sunday 2 May saw the Nowaks, McEwans,
Brohans, David Thomson and Dagma and our special guests Terry and Lesley
Goodall meet at Shell Service Station Federal Highway for the short run to Collector. This year we were directed to the car display area to join with the Goulburn
Car Club, a traction engine club, and a display of tractors including a Ferguson
TEA20. Lots and lots of stalls (and people), we spent a good couple of hours there
before heading back to Canberra.
Breaking news is that David Thomson (always looking for something to do on his
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pushbike) is heading off to Darwin at the end of June and will ride down the west
coast finishing at Albany many weeks later. You may recall David rode his bike
from Fremantle to Bondi a couple of years ago. Good luck David.
The other exciting news is that Graham Bigg has completed the restoration of his
TR2 and it should be on display at our next breakfast.
Not so good news was reported by Graham Michelin-Jones recently regarding his
TR3 engine failing, the engine is in the process of being removed for a full rebuild.
Graham has had continuing bad luck, his car was transported home last year on
the way back from our National gathering in Melbourne after experiencing clutch
problems.

Our next event will be the Register Weekday Warrior trip to Sussex Inlet on
Wednesday 19 May. Five Canberra cars will be heading off for what is sure to be a
couple of enjoyable days with other TR Register members.
Our next breakfast gathering will be at Luv-a-Cuppa, Federation Square on 5
June at 9.30am.

Kind Regards to all
Graham Brohan
ACT Co-Ordinator

So much to
little time.

NSW REPORT & EVENTS

do, so

The Bareco Factory visit & BBQ was again a raging success. Make sure you attend the next one if you didn’t make it this time. Bob Slender (Recovering Alco,
sorry, Invalid) has promised a full report elsewhere, with photos. Our good friend,
Ray Kasparian, again did sterling work with the New Parts &, as you will read elsewhere, is soon off on vacation to the delights of Europe.
Get your pre-Concours orders in really soon. That’s ‘CONCOURS.’ NOT Concourse as I often see. Hurrumph.
Mt. Panorama at Easter was fantastic & the Register team of Racers did us proud.
The noise of Allan Bare’s supercharged TR pulling 6200 revs at the end of Conrod
Straight was pure music. AND, I got to drive the Mighty Vanguard Panel Van
home.
Please keep an eye on the Website for any last minute changes & additions.
Usually look under the Forum area for latest info.

AGM:

Don’t forget to attend the AGM on June 15. If you would like to become part of the
Committee, talk to one of us & put your hand up. It’s not an onerous task & you
can make a contribution to the running of one of the best motoring clubs in the
country.
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WEEKEND AWAY AT TEMORA AVIATION MUSEUM
AND FLYING DAY: 18TH – 20TH JUNE

The Temora Aviation Museum is a unique collection of classic aircraft, most in
flying condition. Our visit will provide the opportunity to witness the sight and sound
of WW2 classics, such as “Spitfire” and “Mustang” in the air. A definite “Bucket
List” event.
We will start our trip from the Mobil Service Station at Pheasants Nest on the
Hume highway at 10.00am. on Friday Morning. Then tour to Temora arriving in
time to settle into our Motels and have Happy Hour.
On Saturday we will visit The Museum and watch the Air show. We will return to
Sydney on Sunday morning.
Accommodation is available at various Motels in the District:
Visit www.aviationmuseum.com.au for accommodation available in the district.
Please let me know if you intend coming so that I can make the necessary arrangements with the Museum.
I also suggest that you book early as accommodation is in short supply.

CHRISTMAS IN JULY:

Also…Put the ‘Christmas in July’ in you diary now.
Sunday 11th July .From 11.30am.
Gay & Alan Stehr are opening their beautiful Dural home just for you.
9 Cranston Rd. Middle Dural.
BE THERE OR BE SQUARE. Bring a $5 present marked for ‘Girl or Guy’

BRASS MONKEY RUN:

I have just received our allocated Tickets for the Austin Healey annual “BRASSMONKEY RUN”. This is to Goulburn this year & is great fun. Please call me to
reserve your place. Date is Sunday July 18. Cost is $16 per head which covers the
huge breakfast served at Goulburn. We only have 30 tickets so call me soon on
0416 031 654 to reserve yours. Get a couple of mates together & attend in convoy.
If you are in a soft top, it must be down. Come on, girls, you can do it! And real
girls are encouraged to come along!!!
I recently picked up a new windscreen for an interstate member & would
tell you that Ralph Moore Auto glass in Mascot, Sydney, has a new shipment of
screens in stock at present. Including UK ‘TRIPLEX’ (at a price). The usual
laminated ones cost less than $300 & he will fit for you at reasonable cost.
‘Phone (02) 9667 1933.
Best Regards

mal munro
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COMING THINGS TO DO:
JUNE
Sun 13th. Motoring Expo. Port Kembla Motor Musem
Tues. 15th. Annual General Meeting. Concord RSL. Meal 6.30pm. Meeting
7.30PM.
Fri. Sat. Sun. 18th – 20th. Visit to Temora Aviation Museum and Flying Day.
(See details in NSW Report)
Sat. Sun. 26th-26th. TSOA 50th Anniversary run to Goulburn and All British race
day at Wakefield Park.
Wed. 30th: Coffee & Cake 11.00am at the Boat Shed Como. Contact Alan
Wright. 9451 0165.
JULY.
Sunday 11th. Christmas in July at Alan and Gaye Stehr’s property. 9
Cranston Rd. Dural. 11.30AM. Turn off Old Northern Rd. at Dural Putt-Putt
sign.
Sun.18th. Austin Healey club’s Brass Monkey Run. Starting at 6.00am. Bunning’s car park, Cnr. Hume Highway & Camden Valley Way Casula. Travelling
Top down to Goulburn for Breakfast. Contact Mal for tickets. 0416 031 654.
Sat. 24th. Run to Vintage Motor Garage at Mangrove Mountain. BBQ available for lunch and tour of famous Classic car restoration business. Convoy leaves from Old Berowra toll Plaza truck parking area on Old Pacific
Highway at 9.00am sharp.
Wed. 28th. Coffee & cake. 11.00am. Gardens R Us. 58 Moorefield Rd.
Kingsgrove. Contact Alan Wright 9451 0165.
AUGUST.
Sun 8th. Run to” Illawarra Fly Treetop walk” in the Southern Highlands.
Meet at Loftus Park on Princes Highway Loftus. (Opposite Tramway Museum) for 9.30am departure.
Tues 17th National Committee Meeting. Concord RSL.
Sun 22nd. Shannon’s Classic Car show at Eastern Creek. Incorporating
TSOA 50th Anniversary car display. Contact Mal for tickets so he can allocate a car space for you.
Wed 25th. Coffee & Cake. Rosie’s Café, 344 Galston Road, Galston. Contact
Alan Wright 9451 0165.
Sun 29th. BRITISH DISPLAY DAY at Kings School. This the premier British
car display with fun for all the family. Art Gallery display, international food court
and fun park for the children.
Kings School Pennant Hills Rd. Nth Parramatta. Contact Mal to reserve your
parking spot. 0416031654.
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VISIT TO BARE CO.
A large number of members and their partners attended the 2010 BBQ at Bare
Co. This was once again a very enjoyable and successful event with the highlight being a technical talk by Allan Bare giving secrets tricks and tips on rebuilding TR engines. Allan backed up his talk with practical demonstrations utilising a TR Engine block and various engine kits.
An interesting tip was that when rebuilding a TR block it is imperative that you
get the cylinder liners at the correct height from the face of the block. If they are
not at the absolute correct height you run the risk of leaking or blown head
gaskets. Many engine machine shops insist on skimming the block but this is
not necessary with a wet sleeve engine.

Brian Richards also gave us an interesting demonstration on how a “Vibratac”
works. Apparently this tool can detect different vibration patterns in reciprocating devices and allows engineers to pin point suspect areas. A must for every
TR driver’s tool kit!
All attendees agreed that these talks
are very helpful and requested that we
continue the practice at future visits.
Following the technical talks we all
moved to the BBQ area where Renate
and Mal were busy trying out Allan’s new
BBQ. We feasted on hot dogs, sausages
and salads washed down with various
beverages. Following discussions on all
things TR we had a tour of the TR Register new parts area and Allan gave a tour of his factory, while Ray dispensed
new parts orders for the waiting customers.
It was also very pleasing to see founding and early members, John Murn, Alan
Mitchell, Roger Durst and Keith Manion chatting together in the corner of the
room. Something that has not happened in a very long time.

Once again, Jim Cunningham bought along one of his fabulous TRs. This time
it was the red TR3 fitted with much modified TR engine, Supra gearbox and
beautiful leather interior.
Many thanks to Allan, Ray, Mal and Renate, whose efforts made the day most
enjoyable.
Bob Slender.

Next Sidescreen deadline:
Sunday July 18
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Queensland Report
Three events to report on since the last
Sidescreen; the first was our run to the
Brisbane Tram Museum where the
attendees enjoyed a trip down memory lane,
not surprisingly some of those memories
were of misbehavior on Brisbane trams or
London double decker buses. However no
names will be mentioned.
The April run was next, this time a Saturday
run around the Glasshouse Mountains to
Bribie for lunch. Numbers were down however the dedicated band that turned
up spent a fun morning trying to dodge the rain squalls (not always successfully) on the way to the lookout which was blanketed in cloud and mist.
A similar occurrence to the run to The Best of All Lookout at Springbrook on the
2003 TT.
Nevertheless we enjoyed an excellent lunch at the Bribie RSL. Because of the
indifferent weather it was decided not to explore Bob Fast’s new road so that
will have to wait until the next time we are in the area. Once again Rod Kennard
was able to join us and it was great to see Ray Rogers give the TR2 a run and
join us for a coffee.
The May long weekend run was next and 10 cars met in Nerang for morning
tea before heading over the border for
some fun filled days in northern New
South Wales, staying in the
picturesque town of Yamba. The
weather finally turned nice and the
driving conditions were as close to
perfect as you could ever want, mostly
traffic free country roads and mild
weather. Sadly the V12 E Type was a
non starter due to the new wheels not
being made to the correct offset. However Richard was able to get some
time behind the wheel of the Bingham
TR3 and had his enthusiasm reserves refilled which will translate to increased
activity on the 3A restoration.
The group called in to see Ballina member Mark Prowse and his wife Deborah
to have a look at his TR3A which Mark rescued from an overgrown shed in
2009.
Whilst we were there it was discovered that this car was yet another of the
many that have been owned by Bob Fast, the evidence presented was a homemade head gasket and a close inspection of the body to reveal some remnants
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of orange paint. It really is a small world; we were also able to view the Mark 2
Jaguar which Mark restored at home in his workshop, a wonderful restoration.
At the Lawrence Museum we met up with one of the volunteers, Robert, who
had owned a TR3 in the late 50’s and early 60’s. Neville Powell took him for a
spin down memory lane in his TR3A and really made his day.
All in all a great weekend of fun driving, happy socialising and great wining and
dining.
There is another long weekend event coming up in June, John and Judy Buck
are organising this one and have emailed and mailed the details to all Queensland members. These long weekend runs are a great way to gain maximum
enjoyment from your car. There is nothing like the fellowship of sharing the
day’s driving exploits over a cold beverage at the end of the day knowing that
you are going to do it all again the next day and the day after that.
Don’t forget the National Meeting and Concours in September, John tells me
that entries and accommodation bookings are arriving at a steady rate but he
won’t be satisfied unless every Queensland member is there. There really is no
excuse for not attending; it’s only a short drive for those members in Brisbane
and the closest location for a National Meeting for all the members in the north
of the state.
There is a monthly run on the last Sunday each month, details are in the local
newsletter or contact Bob Watters on 0404 818 292 (work), 07 55 749 850
(home) or cherryle@bigpond.com
Bob Watters

TASMANIAN REPORT

Run to Paradise and
Beyond
Sunday 11th April
This ended up being a two horse race; well a two TR3A tour with DP and JK in
the driving seats. It was an opportunity for John to give his car a shake down
before Targa. Meeting up at Prospect we took the Meander Valley Road
through to Deloraine where we turned off and made for Mole Creek, the honey
town. Just after passing through, it was a right turn with the Gog Range in front
of us. A great piece of winding road, ascending and descending through the
forest with exhausts echoing. Off the range and we soon reached Paradise. No
one was home to admit us so we continued on past the green paddocks to
Sheffield. There were a lot of visitors in the town being market day and the previous week had seen the annual Muralfest staged. Whilst in one of the many
cafes having a coffee and muffin the heavens opened up and continued while
we killed some time in the second hand Emporium browsing through the books
and vinyl records etc. Once the rain ceased it was back on the road and down
to Railton and then on to the Merseylea road and Targa territory. Fast, flat
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going here then up the hill to Sassafras. We crossed the Bass Highway here
and travelled down through Harford to the Frankford Road which goes through
to the Tamar Valley. Frankford Road took us through to just before Exeter
where turned off for Bridgenorth along the Plains road. Down to Legana on the
West Tamar Highway and into Launceston and we were home, with about 150
miles covered.
John’s car was a bit down on power in places but a change of in-line petrol filter
later improved things.
Sunday Morning Run
Sunday 18th April
As the scheduled run on the previous day ( to Paradise ) didn’t occur due to
people availability a short run on the next morning was organised. Three
cars ,all with tops down left the Kay residence about 10.30 am. John Kay and
David Pearce in the TR3As led the way followed by Hugh and Jude Maslin in
the TR2. Our first heading was for Evandale travelling by the Glenwood and
Relbia roads. After by passing Evandale we crossed over to the Midland Highway went south for a couple of kms and turned right on to Woolmers Lane.
Passing the Woolmers Estate where the Tassie Tourers of 2007 visited we continued through Longford and on to Perth and to the Eskleigh Home for what
was to turn our run into a cultural experience. This was to be the last day of the
Tasmanian Art Awards showing which Jude Maslin was keen to see. Parking in
the paddock with little Pip Kay on guard dog duty we walked up to the stately
old home , now a home for the disabled , but also housing the Launceston Art
Society displays. Several rooms had paintings and other work on show. On the
job acting as guide or interpreter and displaying one of her works was Margaret
Baker who was able to point those little nuances that one might miss. After
looking at a sporty Sunbeam Rapier in gun metal grey in the paddock it was
along to the Ut Si Café in Perth for coffee and cake where we were joined by
Mrs.Baker. Back into Launceston and JK and I decided to visit John Baker who
was assisting son, Peter in wiring up his Buchanan bodied special. So for a few
minutes we had four TRs parked in Peter’s backyard.
Targa Tasmania 2010
Tuesday 27th April to Sunday 2nd May
This years event was the nineteenth held, numbers were down with the expectation of a big 20 year event next year. Again the event operated out of Launceston up till the Saturday morning and then overnight at Strahan for the final
day.
Weather conditions were particularly horrendous on the first competitive day
This year there were 3 Triumph entries.
TOUR
#33 1959 Triumph TR3A John Kay TAS / Jerry Holder TAS
CLASSIC
#605 1981 Triumph TR7 V8 John Cetinich QLD / Brian Wood QLD
#650 1980 Triumph TR8 Ross Steuart VIC / Jillian Steuart VIC
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Unfortunately the Cetinich TR7 V8 crashed out on the first competition day near
Sheffield.
John and Jerry had a good tour in the TR3A. They encountered a very wet time
on the first day of competition. Their car was the oldest of the tour group and
one of the least powerful but was well from the end of the field.The Tour might
be non competition but there are plenty of willing goers hanging off the car in
front of them. The only problem of any consequence was the lever arm on the
lh rear shock absorber coming adrift on the way into Strahan .
However they were able to get it fixed that night.
John and his car featured in a couple of stories in the Examiner during Targa,
courtesy of Peter Sanders a reporter who was navigating in another Tour car, a
1969 Holden HT Monaro which spends some of its time at the motor museum
in Launceston.
This years Outright winner was the Jason / John White team in the Lamborghini
Gallardo.
Coming Events
Sunday 16th May

Post Vintage Car Club – “ Picnic at Ross”

No. 50 SIDESCREEN
Congratulations to our Editors past and present and their assistants on this
achievement. Our pocket size Journal is a great little read every couple of
months and keeps everyone in the loop Australia wide. Keep up the good work.
David Pearce
Tasmanian Co-ordinator

To all attendees of the TR Register Great Ocean Road After Tour,
After the disappointment of the big final night's entertainment of the Warrnambool sound
& light show museum & dinner package ending in a flop by equipment malfunction,
many attendees suggested that what money was left, to please make a donation to a
worthy cause like the royal children's hospital.
So after a lot of consideration, today the TR Register Australia (Victorian arm - Concours & After tour committee) made a donation of $1000.00 to the Royal Children's Hospital Good Friday Appeal.
We hope as a whole this will give you all the very warm & fuzzy feeling it has given us
to make this donation on all our behalves.
In making this donation the Royal Children's Hospital Good Friday Appeal was extremely happy & said a very warm thank you to everyone.
RegardsJohn & Leonie Johnson
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